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Abstract
The theory of multidimensional Poisson vertex algebras (mPVAs) pro-
vides a completely algebraic formalism to study the Hamiltonian structure
of PDEs, for any number of dependent and independent variables. In this
paper, we compute the cohomology of the PVAs associated with two-
dimensional, two-components Poisson brackets of hydrodynamic type at
the third differential degree. This allows us to obtain their corresponding
Poisson–Lichnerowicz cohomology, which is the main building block of the
theory of their deformations. Such a cohomology is trivial neither in the
second group, corresponding to the existence of a class of not equivalent
infinitesimal deformation, nor in the third, corresponding to the obstruc-
tions to extend such deformations.
Keywords Hamiltonian operators, Hydrodynamic Poisson brackets, Poisson
Vertex Algebras
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1 Introduction
In a previous paper of ours [6], we introduced the notion of multidimensional
Poisson Vertex Algebras (mPVAs) and demonstrated how they prove themselves
a powerful tool for dealing with Poisson structures on a space of functions de-
pending on more than one (space) variables. Such a general class of brackets,
whose elements are the Hamiltonian structures for evolutionary PDEs, is of
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paramount importance for the study of the integrability properties of the equa-
tions. It is possible, for instance, to prove the integrability for many of such
PDEs provided that they are Hamiltonian with respect to two compatible Pois-
son structures [21].
Among all the Poisson brackets defined on a given space of functions, that
formally is identified by a fixed number n of components and d space vari-
ables, the most studies class is the one of the so-called Poisson brackets of
hydrodynamic type, namely the ones that are defined in terms of homogeneous
differential operators of first order. In particular, there exists a vast literature
about Poisson brackets of hydrodynamic type for d = 1 [11, 18, 10, 13], since
they provide Hamiltonian structures for several integrable PDEs (Korteweg-de
Vries [16], Benney moment chain [2], Harry Dym [20] to name a few). Their
general form is [11]
{ui(x), uj(y)} =
(
gij(u(x))
d
dx
+ bijk u
k
x
)
δ(x − y) (1)
for i, j = 1, . . . , n. The properties that g and b must satisfy for the bracket
defined in (1) to be nondegenerate and Hamiltonian guarantee the existence of
a change of coordinates of the form vi(x) = f i(u(x)) such that the bracket takes
the form
{vi(x), vj(y)} = ηij
d
dx
δ(x − y) (2)
with ηij constant.
We call a dispersive deformation of a Poisson bracket of hydrodynamic type
a bracket defined by an higher order differential operator which is compatible,
up to its order, with the first order one. In general, they have the form
{ui(x), uj(y)} = {ui(x), uj(y)}0 +
∑
k
{ui(x), uj(y)}[k] (3)
with {ui(x), uj(y)}0 of hydrodynamic type. It is a well known fact, proved
by several authors [18, 10, 13], that all the deformations of Poisson brackets
of hydrodynamic type for d = 1 are trivial, namely there exists a change of
coordinates of the form
vi = ui +
∞∑
k=1
F i[k](u, ux, . . . , ukx), (4)
called a general Miura type transformation, for which the deformed bracket
takes the form (1).
The classification of all the compatible deformations of some Poisson bracket
of hydrodynamic type, up to Miura transformation, is closely connected with
the computation of the Poisson-Lichnerowicz cohomology of the Poisson bracket
of hydrodynamic type itself. In the d = 1 case, the triviality result follows, in-
deed, from the fact that all the cohomology group Hp of a bracket of form
(2) are trivial for p > 1, and that H1 is of a very special form. The precise
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connection between the Poisson-Lichnerowicz cohomology and the theory of the
deformations will be discussed in Section 2.1. In short, the nontrivial infinites-
imal deformations (for which the terms {ui(x), uj(y)}[k] of formula (3) vanish
for all but one value of k) are parametrized by the second cohomology group,
and the elements of the third group are the obstructions to the extension from
an infinitesimal deformation to a full deformation, adding higher order terms.
The natural generalisation of this classification problem is the study the
deformations of multidimensional Poisson brackets of hydrodynamic type, for
which d > 1. The landscape is at the same time richer and much more com-
plicated, since there is not a preferred coordinate system where the bracket
can be brought in constant form [12, 23]. In this paper we focus on the case
d = 2, where the Poisson brackets of hydrodynamic type have been completely
classified up to n = 3 components [15]. In particular we have investigated the
n = 2 component case, where there are three normal forms for the bracket of
hydrodynamic type.
There, we computed the first and second groups of the Poisson cohomol-
ogy: the results reported in [6] hinted that the picture might not be the same
in the two-dimensional case: at the first dispersive order we found that the
first cohomology group of two-dimensional, two-components Poisson brackets
of hydrodynamic type is in general not trivial. Nevertheless, the component of
the second cohomology group corresponding to the infinitesimal deformations
of first order (k = 1 of (3), or brackets homogeneous of differential degree 2) is
trivial.
First and second order deformations of a scalar reduction of a two-component
bracket of hydrodynamic type are trivial, too [7].
However, a deeper investigation shows that, in general, the two-dimensional
picture is much more complicated than the one-dimensional case. Already for
scalar, i.e. one-component, brackets the dimensions of the cohomology groups
grow as the degree of the components grows, ultimately making the Poisson
cohomology infinite dimensional [4].
In this paper, we present the results for the computation of the second
degree component of the second Poisson cohomology group for (d = 2, n = 2)
brackets of hydrodynamic type. Such group is never trivial, hence there exist
infinitesimal deformations of the brackets that are not trivial. However, as we
found for the deformations in the scalar case [3], very few of these infinitesimal
deformations can be extended to a finite one.
1.1 Brackets of hydrodynamic type and Poisson Vertex
Algebras
The notion of Poisson brackets of hydrodynamic type has been introduced in
the early 1980s by Dubrovin and Novikov [11] as a unifying picture for a large
class of integrable Hamiltonian PDEs, and more in general to describe in field-
theoretical terms Hamiltonian systems with internal degrees of freedom.
In this paragraph we recall their definition, both in the one- and in the multi-
dimensional case, and we briefly summarise the discussion already presented
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in [6] explaining why and how multidimensional Poisson Vertex Algebras are
a convenient equivalent language to deal with the problem addressed in this
paper.
Let M be a compact, n-dimensional real manifold. Let us consider L(M) =
C∞(S1,M) the loop space of M , namely the space of periodic functions of one
variable with values in the manifold. The elements of L(M) are n-tuples of
periodic functions {ui(x)}ni=1, where {u
i} are local coordinates on the manifold
M . A (one-dimensional) Poisson bracket of hydrodynamic type on L(M) is an
homogeneous first order differential operator acting on the Dirac’s delta
{ui(x), uj(y)} =
(
gij(u(x))
d
dx
+ bijk (u(x))u
k
x
)
δ(x − y) (5)
that endows the space F of local functionals on the loop space with the structure
of a Lie algebra.
Given local functionals of the form
F =
∫
S1
f(u(x), ∂xu(x), ∂
2
xu(x), . . . , ∂
k
xu(x))dx, (6)
the bracket on F is defined by
{F,G} =
∫∫
δF
δui(x)
{ui(x), uj(y)}
δG
δuj(y)
dxdy, (7)
which in the case of a bracket of hydrodynamic type reads
{F,G} =
∫
δF
δui
(
gij
d
dx
δG
δuj
+ bijk u
k
x
δG
δuj
)
dx. (8)
We use a formal version of the space of local functionals, as introduced by
Gel’fand and Diki˘ı [17]. Let us consider the coordinates {ui} on M and their
corresponding jet variables {uikx}, where ∂
k
xu
i = uikx. We allow the densities f
of the local functionals to be differential polynomials, namely elements of the
space
A := C∞(ui)[uikx] i = 1, . . . , n, k ≥ 1.
We regard the integration as a projection map between the space of differential
polynomials and the space of local functionals, whose kernel are total derivatives
and where there are never boundary terms because of the assumed periodicity
of the functions. Hence,
F =
A
∂xA
,
and the variational derivative is formally defined by the Euler-Lagrange formula
δF
δui
=
∑
k≥0
(
−
d
dx
)k
∂f
∂uikx
. (9)
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The requirement that the bracket at the LHS of (8) is skewsymmetric and
fulfils Jacobi’s identity dictates a set of conditions for the functions gij(u) and
bijk (u). As first proved by Dubrovin and Novikov [11], in the nondegenerate case
gij must be a flat contravariant pseudo-Riemannian metric on M and bijk the
contravariant Christoffel symbols of its Levi-Civita connection.
The generalisation of this picture to the multidimensional case is straight-
forward, but it already introduces new constraints that make it more tech-
nically cumbersome. We consider the space M of the maps between a d-
dimensional compact manifold Σ and M . In a local system of coordinates,
they are {ui(x1, . . . , xd)}ni=1. To avoid topological problems when working with
the local functionals, let us assume that Σ ∼= T d, so that the integration by
parts is always allowed variable-wise. The suitable space of differential polyno-
mials we have to consider when working in a multidimensional setting requires
working with jet variables with respect to all the d total derivatives, for which
it is convenient to adopt a multi-index notation as follows. Let A be the space
of differential polynomials. We have
A = C∞({ui}ni=1)[{u
i
L, i = 1 . . . n, L ∈ Z
d
≥0}],
where L = (l1, . . . , ld) is an index counting the number of derivatives with
respect to each independent variables, namely
uiL = ∂
l1
x1
∂l2
x2
· · · ∂ld
xd
ui.
The corresponding space of local functionals is
F =
A∑d
α=1 ∂xαA
and, consequently, the variational derivative is
δF
δui
=
∑
l1,...,ld
(
d∏
α=1
(
−
d
dxα
)lα) ∂f
∂uiL
=
∑
L
(−∂)
L ∂f
∂uiL
, (10)
where we also denoted the shorthand notation we will adopt where no ambiguity
can arise.
The general form of a multidimensional Poisson bracket of hydrodynamic
type is [12]
{ui(x), uj(y)} =
d∑
α=1
(
gαij(u(x))
d
dxα
+ bαijk u
k
α
)
δ(x1− y1) · · · δ(xd− yd), (11)
where uiα = ∂xαu
i. If gα are invertible matrices, it is defined by d flat pseudo-
Riemannian metrics, where bα’s are the contravariant Christoffel symbols of the
corresponding Levi-Civita connections, subjected to additional compatibility
conditions [22]. We introduce the standard Christoffel symbols Γkαij = −g
α
isb
αsk
j
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and their corresponding Riemannian curvature tensors Rαlijk, and define the ob-
struction tensors Tαβijk = Γ
βi
jk − Γ
αi
jk and T
αβijk = gαiagβkbTαβjab . Then, the
additional compatibility conditions are
Tαβijk = Tαβkji (12a)
Tαβijk + Tαβjki + Tαβkji = 0 (12b)
TαβijlTαβklr = T
αβiklTαβjlr (12c)
∇αr T
αβijk = 0. (12d)
The main difference with the one-dimensional case is that, while in the former,
because of the flatness of the matric, there exists a system of coordinates in
which the bracket has constant form and the Christoffel symbols vanish, in the
multidimensional case this can happen only if the obstruction tensors vanish.
However, Equation (12d) guarantees that, in the system of coordinates in which
at least one of the d metrics is constant, the other ones are at most linear. This
fact is of crucial importance for the classification of the brackets.
Proving the results sketched in this Paragraph is mostly a matter of com-
putation, whose complexity steadily grows with the number of dependent and
independent variables taken into account. As previously claimed [1, 6], the
notion of Poisson Vertex Algebra is a very powerful algebraic counterpart of
Poisson brackets in the space of local functionals, so we decide to briefly re-
call the definition of multidimensional Poisson Vertex Algebras and to cast our
problem using their language.
Definition 1. A d-dimensional Poisson Vertex Algebra (PVA) is a differential
algebra (A, {∂α}
d
α=1) endowed with d commuting derivations and with a bilinear
operation {·λ·} : A ⊗ A → R[λ1, . . . , λd] ⊗ A called the λ bracket, taking value
in the polynomials of d formal indeterminates λα with coefficients in A and
satisfying the following set of properties:
1. {∂αfλg} = −λα{fλg}
2. {fλ∂αg} = (∂α + λα) {fλg}
3. {fλgh} = {fλg}h+ {fλh}g
4. {fgλh} = {fλ+∂h}g + {gλ+∂h}f
5. {gλf} = −→{f−λ−∂g} (PVA-skewsymmetry)
6. {fλ{gµh}} − {gµ{fλh}} = {{fλg}λ+µh} (PVA-Jacobi identity).
For our purposes, we consider PVAs where the differential algebra is precisely
the space of differential polynomials, and the d derivations {∂α} correspond to
the derivatives with respect to the independent variables.
To read the properties and the following computation, let us recall that the
λ bracket between two differential polynomials is a polynomial in λ’s. Using
the same multi-index notation we have already adopted, let λL = λl11 λ
l2
2 · · ·λ
ld
d
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and {fλg} =
∑
LB(f, g)Lλ
L, where B(f, g)L ∈ A. Hence, the terms in the
RHS of Property (4) are of the form {fλ+∂h}g =
∑
LB(f, h)L(λ + ∂)
Lg =∑
LB(f, h)L(λ1 + ∂1)
l1 · · · (λd + ∂d)
ldg. Similarly, the skewsymmetry property
is
∑
LB(g, f)Lλ
L = −
∑
L(−λ− ∂)
LB(f, g)L.
The set of axioms for the PVA translates into a practical formula that gives
the bracket between two elements of A in terms of the bracket between the
generators ui, and that it is referred to as the master formula [1].
{fλg} =
∑
i,j=1...,N
L,M∈ZD≥0
∂g
∂ujM
(λ+ ∂)M{uiλ+∂u
j}(−λ− ∂)L
∂f
∂uiL
. (13)
The relation between the notion of Poisson Vertex Algebra and the formal
variational calculus is given by an isomorphism between the Poisson Vertex
Algebras and the Poisson bracket on the space of local functionals [6, Theorem
2 and 3]. This means that working in the category of PVAs is equivalent to
working with Poisson brackets in the language of the formal calculus of variation;
at the same time, it is worthy noticing that in the axioms and in the formulas
of Poisson Vertex Algebras there are not integrations to be performed, while
all the computations that will be required in dealing with our problem can be
carried out by the direct application of Formula (13), which is easily coded in a
Computer Algebra System. In particular, given a Poisson bracket in the space
of the local densities A
{ui(x), uj(y)} =
∑
L
BijL (u(x);uM )∂
Lδ(x − y),
we can define the λ bracket between the generators of A, corresponding to the
coordinates on the manifold M , by
{uiλu
j} =
∑
S
BjiS (u;uM )λ
S (14)
and extend it to the full space by means of the master formula.
Hence, the multidimensional Poisson Vertex Algebra corresponding to a
Poisson bracket of hydrodynamic type as (11) is defined by the λ bracket
{uiλu
j} =
d∑
α=1
(
gαjiλα + b
αji
k u
k
α
)
. (15)
1.2 Two-dimensional Poisson brackets of hydrodynamic
type
In this paragraph we specialise the previous definitions to the case of two-
dimensional, two-components brackets of hydrodynamic type. Moreover, we
recall the classification by Ferapontov and collaborators [14], which we consider
as the starting point of the following discussion.
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For simplicity, we take as generators ofA the two coordinates (p1, p2) = (p, q)
and denote the two independent variables (x1, x2) as (x, y). The derivations
with respect to (x, y) and the corresponding jet variables will be denoted by
∂mx ∂
n
y p = pmxny.
Explicitly, the conditions that (gx, gy, bx, by) must satisfy are
gαij = gαji, (16a)
∂gαij
∂pk
= bαijk + b
αji
k , (16b)∑
(α,β)
(
gαaibβjka − g
βajbαika
)
= 0, (16c)
∑
(i,j,k)
(
gαaibβjka − g
βajbαika
)
= 0, (16d)
∑
(α,β)
[
gαai
(
∂bβjka
∂pr
−
∂bβjkr
∂pa
)
+ bαija b
βak
r − b
αik
a b
βaj
r
]
= 0, (16e)
gβai
∂bαjkr
∂pa
− bβija b
αak
r − b
βik
a b
αja
r = g
αaj ∂b
βik
r
∂pa
− bαjaa b
βak
r − b
αjk
a b
βia
r , (16f)
∂
∂ps
[
gαai
(
∂bβjka
∂pr
−
∂bβjkr
∂pa
)
+ bαija b
βak
r − b
αik
a b
βaj
r
]
+
∂
∂pr
[
gβai
(
∂bαjka
∂ps
−
∂bαjks
∂pa
)
+ bβija b
αak
s − b
βik
a b
αaj
s
]
(16g)
+
∑
(i,j,k)
[
bβair
(
∂bαjks
∂pa
−
∂bαjka
∂ps
)]
+
∑
(i,j,k)
[
bαais
(
∂bβjkr
∂pa
−
∂bβjka
∂pr
)]
= 0.
The greek indices (α, β) can take the values (x, y) and the symbol
∑
(a,b,c) means
the sum over the cyclic permutation of the indices.
The two-dimensional, two-components brackets of hydrodynamic type that
fulfil the conditions (16) have been classified by Ferapontov, Odesskii and Stoilov
up to Miura transformations (namely, change of coordinates in the space A) and
linear change of the independent variables (x, y) [14]. They are of three types,
for which we write here the λ brackets of the corresponding PVAs.
{piλp
j}1 =
(
λx 0
0 λy
)
(17)
{piλp
j}2 =
(
0 λx
λx λy
)
(18)
{piλp
j}LP =
(
2p q
q 0
)
λx +
(
0 p
p 2q
)
λy +
(
px qx
py qy
)
(19)
In particular, it is worthy noticing that the first two structure are constant ones;
this means that all the nonconstant (or equivalently, that cannot be brought to
constant form) two-dimensional two-components Poisson brackets of hydrody-
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namic type are equivalent to (19) – a structure introduced by Novikov [24] and
called Lie–Poisson bracket of hydrodynamic type.
2 Dispersive deformations in the language of Pois-
son Vertex Algebras
Let us introduce on R[λ] ⊗ A a grading corresponding to the order of the dif-
ferential operator acting on the Dirac’s delta corresponding to the λ bracket.
This means that deg ∂α = 1, deg λα = 1, and deg p
i
mxny = m + n. The latter
identity provides the standard grading on A, which is inherited by F since the
total derivatives are homogeneous operators of degree 1.
Definition 2. A A n-th order dispersive deformation of a PVA (A, {·λ·}) is a
PVA defined by a deformed λ-bracket
{·λ·}
∼ = {·λ·}+
n∑
k=1
ǫk{·λ·}[k] (20)
such that {·λ·}
∼ is PVA-skewsymmetric and the PVA-Jacobi identity holds up
to order n, namely
{fλ{gµh}} − {gµ{fλh}} − {{fλg}λ+µh} = O(ǫ
n+1).
We require that the deformed bracket is homogeneous when we assign to the
deformation parameter ǫ the degree −1. Moreover, we call such a deformation a
finite deformation if the PVA-Jacobi identity is satisfied to the order 2n, namely
if the deformed bracket is the λ bracket of a PVA.
A general Miura type transformation is a change of coordinates on A, com-
patible with the derivations. We can define the Miura group as the group of
transformations of form
pi 7→ p˜i =
∞∑
k=0
ǫkF i[k](p; pmxny) m+ n ≤ k
F i[k] ∈ A, degF
i
[k] = k
det
(
∂F i[0](p)
∂pj
)
6= 0.
(21)
In particular, we are interested in the so-called Miura transformations of the
second kind, that are the ones where F i[0] = p
i.
A deformation is said to be trivial if there exists an element φǫ of the group
(21) which pulls back {·λ·}
∼ to {·λ·},
{φǫ(a)λφǫ(b)} = φǫ ({aλb}) , ∀a, b ∈ A.
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We notice that such an element of the Miura group, if it exists, must be of
the second kind. Equivalently, a deformation of order n is trivial if there exists
an evolutionary vector field X , namely a derivation of A commuting with the
total derivatives, such that {uiλu
j}∼−{uiλu
j} = {X(ui)λu
j}+ {uiλX(u
j)}−
X({uiλu
j}) +O(ǫn+1).
2.1 Cohomology of a PVA and the theory of deformations
As it happens in the standard theory of deformations, and in particular in
finite dimensional Poisson geometry, we can extract a lot of informations by
the cohomology associated to the undeformed bracket. The general theory of
the cohomology of a PVA is presented in great detail in [9], albeit only for the
case of one-dimensional PVAs. Since the difference in the definitions in only
technical, we will sketch here only the main ideas, which are shared with the
classical theory of Poisson-Lichnerowicz cohomology [19].
The cochain complex whose cohomology we are interested in is called the
variational complex ; it can be proved that it is equivalent to the complex of
local multivector fields [13]. Denoting by Ωk its levels, it can be proved that
Ω0 ∼= F and Ω1 ∼= Der∂(A), namely the the space of evolutionary vector fields.
Moreover and crucially, the space of skewsymmetric λ brackets is isomorphic to
the space of local 2-vectors, and the property of satisfying the Jacobi identity
of a PVA [Definition 1.6] is equivalent to the Schouten relation [P, P ] = 0 for
local bivectors. Moreover, denoted by P the element of the variational complex
corresponding to the λ bracket of a PVA, its adjoint action on the complex is a
differential – that we denote by dP – namely it squares to 0. This allows us to
define the cohomology of the PVA (A, {∂α}, {·λ·}P =: P ) as
Hk(P ) =
ker dP : Ω
k → Ωk+1
ImdP : Ωk−1 → Ωk
. (22)
Each of the cohomology groups Hk can be filtered according to the previously
defined differential grading. We will denote by Hk[n] the component of degree n
of the k-th cohomology group.
Let us consider the action of dP on evolutionary vector fields (namely, 1-
cochains) and skewsymmetric λ brackets (namely, 2-cochains). Let X be an
evolutionary vector field. It has the form
X =
n∑
i=1
∑
L
(
∂LX i(u, uM )
) ∂
∂uiL
(23)
where X i ∈ A and X(ui) = X i. We have degX = degX i. Then, we denote a
skewsymmetric λ bracket by {·λ·}K =: K. We have
dP (X)(u
i, uj;λ) = {X iλu
j}P + {u
i
λX
j}P −X
(
{uiλu
j}P
)
, (24)
dP (K)(u
i, uj, uk;λ,µ) =
{
uiλ{u
j
µu
k}K
}
P
−
{
ujµ{u
i
λu
k}K
}
P
−
{
{uiλu
j}Kλ+µu
k
}
P
+
{
uiλ{u
j
µu
k}P
}
K
(25)
−
{
ujµ{u
i
λu
k}P
}
K
−
{
{uiλu
j}Pλ+µu
k
}
K
.
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From (24) it follows that a trivial deformation of a PVA is in the image of
dP . Moreover, let us consider an homogeneous dispersive deformation of order
n, namely a deformation of the form {·λ·}
∼ = {·λ·}P + ǫ
n{·λ·}[n]. The PVA-
Jacobi identity at the order ǫn is exactly dP ([n]) = 0. This means that the
nontrivial deformations of this form must be a cocycle in H2n+degP (P ).
A similar argument applies if the deformation is of the general form (20).
Here, let k1 be the lowest degree of the deformation and n the highest. The
expression for the PVA-Jacobi identity can be expanded in powers of ǫ and will
have an expansion J =
∑2n
k=k1
ǫkJk, with
Jk =
∑
l+m=k
({
uiλ{u
j
µu
k}[l]
}
[m]
−
{
ujµ{u
i
λu
k}[l]
}
[m]
−
{
{uiλu
j}[l]λ+µu
k
}
[m]
+
{
uiλ{u
j
µu
k}[m]
}
[l]
−
{
ujµ{u
i
λu
k}[m]
}
[l]
−
{
{uiλu
j}[m]λ+µu
k
}
[l]
)
, (26)
with the identification {·λ·}[0] = {·λ·}P . Since for a dispersion of order n we
require Jk = 0 for k1 ≤ k ≤ n, the first condition to be imposed is dP ([k1]) = 0.
This means that the first nontrivial term of the deformation must be a cocycle
in H2k1+degP (P ). If the term of degree k1+degP is trivial, this means that there
exists a Miura transformation that maps the deformed bracket into a bracket
where that term vanishes – and the cocycle condition must hold for the new
lowest degree term of the deformation.
According to the already known results, a major difference exists between the
one-dimensional and the multi-dimensional Poisson brackets of hydrodynamic
type with respect to the theory of the deformations. A theorem by Getzler
[18], holding true for the full cohomology, as well as the particular results ob-
tained independently by Degiovanni, Magri and Sciacca [10] and by Dubrovin
and Zhang [13], grants that the second cohomology group is trivial for all the
one-dimensional brackets of hydrodynamic type. This means that all the dis-
persive deformations of such brackets can be brought back to the undeformed
form by a Miura transformation of the second kind. Moreover, the vanishing of
the third cohomology group guarantees that all the dispersive deformations can
be extended to a finite deformation. While the results already obtained by the
author for two-component two-dimensional brackets of hydrodynamic type [6]
did not allow to conclude anything about the triviality of the dispersive defor-
mations of the bracket, they already showed that the first cohomology group is
not vanishing in the second degree, as opposite as Getzler’s result. Moreover,
a careful study of one-component, two-dimensional brackets [4] tells that the
cohomology groups (H≥1) are infinite dimensional, in particular revealing the
normal form of the finite Poisson brackets of arbitrary differential order [3].
The computations discussed in the next Section show that H2 is not trivial
– in particular, for all the three two-dimensional two-components brackets of
hydrodynamic type the first non-empty component is H23 , characterising the
nontrivial deformations of second order.
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3 Cohomology groups for second order defor-
mations
Since the differential order of the Poisson brackets of hydrodynamic type is 1,
second order deformations are cocycles of degree 1 + 2 = 3. In this section we
compute the dimension of H23 (P1), H
2
3 (P2), and H
2
3 (PLP ), where the three λ
brackets are respectively the ones given in (17), (18), and (19). Moreover, we
find an explicit representative for the elements in the cohomology classes.
3.1 The general procedure
We roughly follow the same procedure described in [6], relying on an improved
algorithm for our Mathematica software [8] and validating the results with the
CDE package of REDUCE algebra system [27, 26]. The improved algorhytm
allows to impose the skewsymmetry in a faster way and to effectively deal with
a lesser number of unknown functions.
We start with a third degree skewsymmetric λ bracket, whose general form
can be obtained by the following procedure. Let M = M ijS λ
S ∈ A[λ1, λ2]
a n × n matrix whose entries are formal polynomials in λ’s, with differential
polynomials as coefficients. Let us consider only homogeneous polynomials,
for which we assign degree 1 to λ and use the differential grading in A, and
let M∗ij = (−λ − ∂)SM ijS . Then the λ bracket defined on the generators by
{piλp
j} = M ij − M∗ji is skewsymmetric. Notice that the definition of the
bracket makes meaningful only the symmetric part of the matrices MS where
|S| = s1 + s2 + · · ·+ sd is odd and the skewsymmetric one when |S| is even.
We then define the third degree skewsymmetric bracket as follows
{
piλp
j
}
[2]
=Mij −M
∗
ji (27)
where
Mij = A
abc
ij (p)λaλbλc +B
ab,cl
ij (p)∂cp
lλaλb + C
a,bl,cm
ij (p)∂bp
l∂cp
mλa
+Da,bclij (p)∂bcp
lλa +
1
2
Eabclij (p)∂abcp
l +
1
2
F abl,cmij (p)∂abp
l∂cp
m
+
1
2
Gal,bm,cnij (p)∂ap
l∂bp
m∂cp
n
(28)
where summation over all the repeated indices for i = 1 . . . 2 is assumed and
∂a = ∂xa . All the coefficients enjoy some symmetry properties given by the
definition. In particular, A’s are totally symmetric in the exchange of the indices
(a, b, c), B’s are symmetric in the exchange of (a, b), C’s for the simultaneous
exchange of (b, l ↔ c,m), D’s are symmetric in (b, c), E’s in (a, b, c), F ’s in
(a, b) and, finally, G’s are completely symmetric for the simultaneous exchange
of (a, l↔ b,m↔ c, n). To deal only with the independent parameters, we define
A, C, and D symmetric in (i, j) and B, E, F , and G skewsymmetric.
The number of free coefficients is 172. We proceed to derive the so called
cocycle condition, namely the set of algebraic and differential equations that
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the 172 functions must satisfy in order to fulfill, respectively, dP1([2]) = 0,
dP2([2]) = 0, and dPLP ([2]) = 0. The preliminary output of the software con-
sists of systems of, respectively, 1700, 1879, and 3273 algebraic-differential equa-
tions. coboundary conditions. These three systems are linear in the unknown
coefficients, hence they can be reduced, either by directly computing their Janet
basis [25] or first solving the purely algebraic equations and then computing the
Janet basis of the linear system of the remaining unknowns. The solutions of
these system are the elements of the kernel of the Poisson differentials, namely
compatible deformations of order two.
We now consider the form of the trivial deformations of the same order. The
Miura transformation producing them has the general form
pi 7→ P i = pi + ǫ2
(
fabl,i∂abp
l + galbm,i∂ap
l∂bp
m
)
= pi + ǫ2X i.
(29)
and the corresponding deformations are
{piλp
j}•,[2] = {X
i
λp
j}• + {p
i
λX
j}• −X
(
{piλp
j}•
)
(30)
with •, respectively, equal to P1, P2, and PLP . We expand (30) identifying
the coefficients of a trivial deformation. These expressions can be read as a
system of inhomogeneous differential equations for the parameters of the Miura
transformation, in terms of the coefficients of the deformation. We call the com-
patibility conditions of such system of linear PDEs the coboundary condition.
They represent the conditions that the coefficients of a deformation must satisfy
to be obtained by a Miura transformation, namely for the deformation to be in
the image of dP .
Hence, the cohomology classes in H23 are identified by the solutions of the
cocycle condition that fail to be solutions of the coboundary one, while it is
obvious that the solutions of coboundary conditions are also solutions of the
cocycle one.
3.2 H23 (P1)
The Janet basis of the cocycle condition for a bracket compatible with P1 con-
sists of 193 equations, while the Janet basis of the coboundary condition is made
of 189 equations.
Comparing the two sets of equations, we get the coboundary conditions not
satisfied by a generic cocycle, in the first column of the following table. The
parameters involved in these four equations, however, must satisfy the equations
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in the second and third column.
Coboundary Cocycle
D2,22111 = 0
∂D2,22111
∂p
= 0
∂D2,22111
∂q
= 0
D1,11222 = 0
∂D1,11222
∂p
= 0
∂D1,11222
∂q
= 0
A22211 = 0
∂A22211
∂p
= −
1
3
D2,22111
∂A22211
∂q
= 0
A11122 = 0
∂A11122
∂p
= 0
∂A11122
∂q
= −
1
3
D1,11222 .
We identify a representative for the cohomology classH23 (P1) as a solution of the
cocycle conditions – the eight we have written and, of course, all the remaining
ones – that is not a solution of the coboundary ones, such as the following:
A11122 = c2q +
c4
2
D1,11222 = −3c2 (31)
A22211 = c1p+
c3
2
D2,22111 = −3c1.
The remaining coefficients in the definition of P1,[2] can be set to 0 as this
satisfies all the remaining 185 equations shared by the cocycle and coboundary
conditions.
Theorem 1. The cohomology group H23 (P1) has dimension 4. A representative
of an element of the cohomology class is
{pλp}P1,[2] = (2c1p+ c3)λ
3
2 + 3c1pyλ
2
2 − 3c1pyyλ2 − 2c1pyyy (32a)
{pλq}P1,[2] = 0 (32b)
{qλp}P1,[2] = 0 (32c)
{qλq}P1,[2] = (2c2q + c4)λ
3
1 + 3c2qxλ
2
1 − 3c2qxxλ1 − 2c2qxxx. (32d)
3.3 H23 (P2)
The Janet basis of the cocycle condition for a bracket compatible with P2 con-
sists of 212 equations, while the Janet basis of the coboundary condition is made
of 207 equations.
As in the previous case, most of the coboundary conditions are satisfied by
all the solutions of the cocycle ones. However, there are 22 linear combinations
of the parameters that vanish for the Coboundary condition but do not for
generic cocycles. They are not independent and we can select 5 of them, of
which the other ones are linear combinations. We denote them (b0, b1, b2, b3, b4)
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and they are as follows:
b0 := A
122
11 −
2
3
A22212 = 0
b1 :=
13
18
D1,22111 −
2
9
D1,22212 −
2
9
D2,11211 −
7
9
D2,12111 +
4
9
D2,12212 −
1
3
D2,22112
−
4
3
E122,212 −
4
3
E2,22112 = 0
b2 := D
1,221
11 + 2D
2,121
11 − 2D
2,221
12 = 0
b3 := B
22,11
12 +
1
2
D1,11211 +D
1,121
11 − 2D
1,122
12 +
1
2
D1,22222 −
1
2
D2,11111 −D
2,112
12 +
+D2,12222 −
1
2
D2,22122 − 3E
1221
12 = 0
b4 := A
222
11 = 0.
On the other hand, their corresponding Cocycle condition is
∂b0
∂p
=
1
3
(b1 − 2b2)
∂b1
∂q
= 0
∂b1
∂p
= 0
∂b1
∂q
= 0
∂b2
∂p
= 0
∂b2
∂q
= 0
∂b3
∂p
= 0
∂b3
∂q
= 0
∂b4
∂p
= 0
∂b4
∂q
= 0.
Theorem 2. The cohomology group H23 (P2) is a vector space of dimension 5.
A representative of an element of the cohomology class is the λ bracket defined
as follows:
{pλp}P2,[2] = c1
(
2λ1λ
2
2p+ 2λ1λ2py + λ
2
2px + 3λ1pyy + 2λ2pxy + 2pxyy
)
+
+ 2c4λ
3
2, (33a)
{pλq}P2,[2] = c1
(
2λ22qx + 2λ1λ2qy + λ1qyy + λ2qyy + 2λ2qxy + 2qxyy
)
+ c2
(
2λ32p+ 4λ
2
2py
)
− 3c0λ
3
2, (33b)
{qλp}P2,[2] = −c1
(
2λ22qx + 2λ1λ2qy + λ1qyy − λ2pyy + 2λ2qxy + 2qxyy
)
+ c2
(
2λ32p+ 2λ
2
2py − 2λ2pyy − 2pyyy
)
− 3c0λ
3
2, (33c)
{qλq}P2,[2] = −c1 (2λ2qyy − qyyy)− 2c2 (2λ2qyy + qyyy)
+
2c3
3
(
2λ32p+ 3λ
2
2py − 3λ2pyy − 2pyyy
)
. (33d)
Proof. From the Cocylce conditions previously listed, we easily conclude that
H23 (P2)
∼= R5. Indeed, a solution of the cocycle conditions that is not a solution
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of coboundary conditions depends on five constants, since we have
b0 =
1
3
(c1 − 2c2) p+ c0 (34a)
b1 = c1 b2 = c2 (34b)
b3 = c3 b4 = c4 (34c)
with (c1, . . . , c5) constants. In addition to (34), the coefficients of a generic
cocycle must satisfy all the remaining conditions. Their form suggests that we
can look for a representative in which the coefficients A are at most linear in p
and all the other ones are constant. The cocycle conditions turn into a set of
algebraic equations, for which we easily found one solution as follows
A12211 =
1
3
c1p A
222
11 = c4
A22212 = c2p−
3
2
c0 A
222
22 =
2
3
c3p
B12,2212 =
c1
2
B22,1212 =
c1
2
B22,2112 =
c2
2
D1,22111 = c1 D
2,221
12 =
1
2
c1 − 2c2
D2,22122 = −2c3 D
2,222
22 = −c1 − 2c2
E122,212 =
c1
6
E222,112 =
1
2
(c2 − c1),
and the remaining coefficients are set to vanish. This gives the explicit form for
a generic compatible bracket.
3.4 H23 (PLP )
The set of equations for the cocycle condition consists here of 3723 among
algebraic equations and linear PDEs. The computers available to us cannot
process such a huge number of equations to provide a Janet basis, so we first
solve algebraically for 128 of the 172 coefficients of the deformed bracket, getting
a system of 1706 linear PDEs for 34 variables, namely Aabcij , B
ab,cl
12 , and D
2,111
22 ,
D1,22222 , D
1,111
22 , D
2,222
12 , D
2,111
12 , D
1,221
12 , D
1,111
12 , D
2,222
11 , D
2,111
11 , and D
1,222
11 . The
Janet basis of this reduced system is constituted by 6 equations, and together
with all the algebraic relations is the Cocycle condition.
We then proceed to compute the compatibility conditions of the nonhomo-
geneous system of PDEs expressing the aforementioned 34 coefficients in terms
of the parameters of a generic Miura transformation. Its Janet basis consists of
4 equations that are provided in the Appendix (Equations (45)–(48)). Out of
the 6 Cocycle conditions, two are equivalent to the Coboundary condition (45)
and (46). By taking successive derivatives of the remaining two coboundary
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conditions, we observe the following
Coboundary Cocycle
LHS.(47) = 0 LHS.(47) = 2c1p
2q3 + 30c2p
3q2
LHS.(48) = 0 LHS.(48) = −2c1p
2q3 − 198c2p
3q2.
Theorem 3. The cohomology group H23 (PLP ) has dimension 2. A generic rep-
resentative in H23 (PLP ) has the form {p
i
λp
j}PLP ,[2] = c1{p
i
λp
j}(1)+c2{p
i
λp
j}(2).
We write here the leading order terms of the elements in the basis of the coho-
mology class and leave the full expression to the appendix B
{pλp}
(1) = 2λ31 +O(λ1, λ2) (35a)
{pλq}
(1) = 2λ21λ2 +O(λ1, λ2) (35b)
{qλp}
(1) = 2λ21λ2O(λ1, λ2) (35c)
{qλq}
(1) = 2λ1λ
2
2 +O(λ1, λ2), (35d)
and
{pλp}
(2) = O(λ1, λ2) (36a)
{pλq}
(2) = −λ22
(
px
p
−
11py
2q
)
+O(λ1, λ2) (36b)
{qλp}
(2) = λ22
(
px
p
−
11py
2q
)
+O(λ1, λ2) (36c)
{qλq}
(2) = O(λ1, λ2). (36d)
Proof. The solution of the cocycle conditions that are not solution of the cobound-
ary ones depends on two arbitrary constants, that gives us the dimension of the
cohomology group. As an illustration of the form of the cocycles, we choose
two solutions for the system of 34 coefficients. The “normalisation” factors in
front of the constants (c1, c2) in the previous set of equations are chosen to
get a simpler form for the representatives in the cohomology class. We have,
respectively,

A11111 = 1
A11212 =
1
3
A12222 =
1
3
other 31 coeff. = 0
and


B22,2112 =
11
2q
B22,1112 = −
1
p
other 32 coeff. = 0
To get the full form of the two cocycles we then need to use the identities for
the remaining 128 coefficients of the skewsymmetric bracket.
3.5 Further remarks on H
p
d(P1)
It is worthy noticing an interesting pattern in the dimension of the cohomology
groups Hpd (P1), as explicitly computed in several examples in [6], the Paragraph
3.2 of the current paper, and [5].
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We can compare it with the dimension of the cohomology groups for the
scalar two-dimensional bracket {uλu}(sc) = λy computed in [4] for general values
of (p, d). We get
(p, d) (1,0) (1,1) (1,2) (2,1) (2,2) (2,3) (3,2)
dimHpd (P(sc)) 1 1 0 1 0 2 0
dimHpd (P1) 2 2 0 2 0 4 0
from which we immediately observe that the dimension of the cohomology
groups for P1 appears, in all the cases we have computed, to be twice the
dimension of the corresponding cohomology for the scalar bracket.
The reason of this behaviour is the diagonal form of the bracket P1. Indeed,
P1 ∼= P(sc)(Fp) ⊕ P(sc)(Fq), where by Fp and Fq we denote, respectively, the
space of local functionals whose densities depend only on p(x, y) and q(x, y).
This means that the theorem proved in [4] for the dimension of the cohomology
groups of a scalar multidimensional bracket, specialised to the case where d =
2, can be used to determine the dimension of the full (infinite, as expected)
cohomology of P1.
The dimension can be conveniently written using a generating function [4]∑
d≥0
dimHpd (P1)x
d = 2
(
hp(x) + hp+1(x)
)
(37)
where
hp(x) := x
p
2
(p−1)
p∏
i=2
(1 − xi)−1 + xδp,0. (38)
We provide a few explicit values for the dimension of Hpd (F) obtained by (37)
in the following table.
d→ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
p = 1 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0
p = 2 2 0 4 0 4 2 4 2 6 2
p = 3 0 0 2 0 2 4 2 4 6 6
4 Finite deformations and obstructions
By definition of PVA cohomology, the elements in H23 (P ) are classes, under
Miura transformations, of λ-brackets of degree 3 compatible with {·λ·}P that are
not themselves Miura transformed of P . In our previous paper [6], it was proved
that H22 (P ) = 0 for all the three classes of two-components, two-dimensional
λ brackets. This means that, according to the definition given in Section 2, a
second order deformation of, respectively, P1, P2, and PLP is given, up to Miura
transformation, by the bracket itselft plus one element of the corresponding
H23 (P ).
In general, such a deformation may be finite, if the resulting bracket satisfies
the PVA-Jacobi identity. A deformation which is not finite can sometimes be
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extended to an infinitesimal deformation of higher order. Let P0 denote, sym-
bolically, the undeformed λ bracket of a Poisson vertex algebra. For the sake
of compactness, in this section we will adopt a “Schouten bracket” notation for
the PVA-Jacobi identity, namely
[A,B]ijkλµ :=
{
uiλ
{
ujµu
k
}
B
}
A
+
{
uiλ
{
ujµu
k
}
A
}
B
−
{
ujµ
{
uiλu
k
}
B
}
A
−
{
ujµ
{
uiλu
k
}
A
}
B
−
{{
uiλu
j
}
A λ+µ
uk
}
B
−
{{
uiλu
j
}
B λ+µ
uk
}
A
, (39)
in such a way that we can denote the PVA-Jacobi identity for P0 as [P0, P0] = 0,
where we dropped all the indices because the identity holds for all (i, j, k) and
choice of the formal parameters (λ,µ). This notation is not only convenient, but
motivated by the identification between λ brackets of a PVA and local Poisson
bivectors, obtained by the isomorphism of both with the Lie algebra structure
on the space of local differentials [9].
Let P[1] be an element in the first non-vanishing H
2(P0) cohomology group,
say P[1] ∈ H
2
k . It defines a (k-th order) infinitesimal deformation of P(0), since
[P0 + ǫ
kP[1], P0 + ǫ
kP[1]] = [P0, P0] + 2ǫ
k[P0, P[1]] + ǫ
2k[P[1], P[1]]
= ǫ2k[P[1], P[1]],
where the first term vanishes because P0 is a PVA bracket and the second
because it coincides with dP0P[1] = 0.
If P[1]is not the bracket of a PVA, however, such a deformation is not finite.
We call such a deformation extendible if there exists a λ bracket P[2], of order
2k + degP0, such that the equation
2[P0, P[2]] + [P[1], P[1]] = 0 (40)
has solution. If such is the case, indeed, the bracket P0 + ǫ
kP[1] + ǫ
2kP[2] is
a deformation of order 2k. In the case we have just illustrated, [P[1], P[1]] is
a 3-cocycle, and the Equation always admits a solution only if H32k = 0. A
nonvanishing third cohomology group in the appropriate degree is, hence, an
obstruction to the extension. This means that in the 1-dimensional case, where
Getlzer’s result holds true, all the infinitesimal deformations are extendible.
In this Section, rather than attempting the computation of the third coho-
mology group at the appropriated degree for the three PVA structures P1, P2,
and PLP , we will directly look for solutions of the equation (40), with P0 one of
the three brackets of hydrodynamic type and P[1] elements of the corresponding
H23 group.
Remark 1. Equation (40) is not linear in P[1], so it does not allow to sep-
arately consider the elements of a basis in H23 (P0), whose dimension let us
denote n. Chosen a basis {P
(a)
[1] }
n
a=1 for the cohomology group, we can write
P[1] =
∑n
a=1 caP
(a)
[1] and Equation (40) as
2[P0, P[2]] +
n∑
a,b=1
cacb[P
(a)
[1] , P
(b)
[1] ] =: C(P0, P[1], P[2]) = 0. (41)
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It would be of little interest to consider the n(n + 1)/2 possible matching and
looking for the solvability of (40) in each case. In this Section we will, then,
only consider the extendability of generic elements of H23 (namely, ca 6= 0 ∀a).
Moreover, we will discuss whether the elements of the cohomology basis are bona
fide brackets of a Poisson vertex algebra, namely if they satisfy the PVA-Jacobi
identity themselves.
Theorem 4. The second order infinitesimal deformations of, respectively, P1,
P2 and PLP given by generic elements of the corresponding group H
2
3 are not
extendible.
Proof. The theorem follows from explicit computations. In particular, the ones
for H23 (PLP ) have been performed using REDUCE Algebra system with the
packages CDE [26] and CDiff [27], that rely on the so-called θ formalism [4].
The resulting set of equation has then been analysed using the Maple package
Janet [25]. We used Mathematica computer algebra system with the package
MasterPVAmulti [8], developed to perform computations with the λ bracket
formalism, for the other two cases.
We want to solve equation (41) for P0 respectively P1, P2, and PLP (or P• for
short) and where the second term is given by (twice) the PVA-Jacobi identity for
the corresponding representative of the cohomology classes computed in Section
3. We write a candidate P[2], that we prefer in this context to denote by P[4]
since it would correspond to the 4th order term of the deformation of the bracket
of hydrodynamic type, being a homogeneous degree 5 skewsymmetric λ bracket.
We write the candidate P[4], which depends on 1774 parameters, similarly to
what we did in Section 3.1, by defining it as
{piλp
j}[4] = Nij −N
∗
ij ,
with Nij a homogeneous differential polynomial of fifth degree in λ and in the jet
variables. The second term in Equation (40) is [P[1], P[1]]. Again, we stick to the
naming convention adopted in Section 3 and denote it by P•,[2] to keep track
of the corresponding hydrodynamic structure and of the deformation order.
Notice that the absence of c2a terms in [P•,[2], P•,[2]] means that the corresponding
bracket P
(a)
•,[2] is the bracket of a PVA, while the lack of cacb terms means that
the corresponding elements of the basis are compatible. We then split the full
expression collecting powers of λ’s, µ’s, and of the partial derivatives up to the
6th order, and try to equate to 0 all the terms, solving for some of the many
free parameters of P[4].
Case P1 In the expansion of [P1,[2], P1,[2]] we only have the terms c
2
1, c
2
2, c1c3,
c2c4. This is enough to conclude that P
(3)
1,[2] and P
(4)
1,[2] are compatible
brackets of a Poisson vertex algebra. Moreover, in the coefficients of λ51µ1
of C(P1, P1,[2], P[4])
222 and λ52µ2 of C(P1, P1,[2], P[4])
111 (the upper indices
correspond to the component as from Equation (39)) we observe the lack of
terms coming from [P1, P[4]], while the whole coefficients are not vanishing
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because of terms coming from, respectively,
[
P
(2)
1,[2], P
(2)
1,[2]
]
,
[
P
(2)
1,[2], P
(4)
1,[2]
]
and
[
P
(1)
1,[2], P
(1)
1,[2]
]
,
[
P
(1)
1,[2], P
(3)
1,[2]
]
that cannot vanish except when c1 and
c2 are 0.
Case P2 The expansion of [P2,[2], P2,[2]] contains terms cacb for a = 1, 2 and
b = 0, . . . , 4, as well as the terms c3c4 and c0c3. In the full expression
C(P2, P2,[2], P[4])
112 we observe that the coefficient of λ52µ2 is 2c1c4, and
the one of λ42µ
2
2 is 8c2c4, that cannot vanish since there are not corre-
sponding term coming from [P2, P[4]]. Therefore the deformation P2,[2] is
not extendible.
Case PLP The expansion of [PLP,[2], PLP,[2]] contains all the terms cicj for
i, j = 1, 2. Computing the full expression C(PLP , PLP,[2], P[4]) with the
CDE package of Reduce computer algebra system, we obtain a huge
overdetermined set of linear PDEs for the unknown parameters of P[4].
None of this is impossible at sight as in the previous cases. However,
we can select a subset of linear PDEs, corresponding to the coefficients
of λm1 λ
n
2µ
s
1µ
6−m−n−s
2 (in fact, coefficients of θiθ
m
j θ
6−m
k , since CDE uses
the θ formalism). This subset of equation is significantly simpler, be-
ing constituted by 248 equations, a lot of which purely algebraic, for 206
equations; such a system, as its parent one, is nonhomogenous because
of the presence of the terms coming from [PLP,[2], PLP,[2]]. The package
Janet provides tools for computing the compatibility condition of systems
of linear PDEs – the only possible solution of which being c1 = c2 = 0.
Corollary 5. The elements of the cohomology group H23 (P1) in the class identi-
fied by (c1, c2, c3, c4) = (0, 0, c3, c4) are λ brackets of Poisson vertex algebras. In
particular, this means that the third and fourth elements of the basis of H23 (P1)
form a biHamiltonian pair.
The elements of the cohomology group H23 (P2) given by (c0, c1, c2, c3, c4)
equal, respectively, to (0, 0, 0, c3, 0) and (c0, 0, 0, 0, c4) are λ brackets of Pois-
son vertex algebras. In particular, P
(0)
2,[2] and P
(4)
2,[2] form a biHamiltonian pair.
Corollary 6. The degree 6 components of the third cohomology groups H36 (P1),
H36 (P2), H
3
6 (PLP ) for the two-dimensional two-components Poisson brackets of
hydrodynamic type are not trivial.
Example 1 (A bi-Hamiltonian pair for a simple PDE). Let us consider the Pois-
son pencil P
(3)
2,[2] + λP2. The compatibility between P
(3)
2,[2] and P2 is guaranteed
by Theorem 2 and P
(3)
2,[2] is a Poisson bracket itself by Corollary 5. Explicitly, it
has the form
P
(3)
2,[2] + λP2 =
(
0 0
0 2p∂3y + 3py∂
2
y − 3pyy∂y − 2pyyy
)
+ λ
(
0 ∂x
∂x ∂y
)
. (42)
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It follows from ker ∂x = ker ∂y = R that the Casimirs for P2 are the Hamiltonian
functionals
∫
p and
∫
q. We pick H0 =
∫
q because it is the only one which is
not a Casimir of P
(3)
2,[2], too. P
(3)
2,[2]δH0 yields the Hamiltonian system{
pt = 0,
qt = −2 pyyy.
(43)
Such a system is biHamiltonian. Indeed, it can be written as P2δH1 for the
nonlocal Hamiltonian functional
H1 =
∫
p
(
∂−1x pyyy
)
. (44)
However, H1 is a Casimir of P
(3)
2,[2], so we have a so-called short Lenard chain
for the system (43).
5 Concluding remarks
In this paper we have discussed the second order deformations of two-dimensional,
two-component brackets of hydrodynamic type, with a mainly computational
approach. This has been enough to conclude that, already for this case, the
compatible deformation of the Poisson brackets are not Miura equivalent to the
hydrodynamic type ones, as opposite as what is the case for one-dimensional,
any-component case. On the contrary, there is a wide class – arguably wider as
the order of deformations increases, as it happens in the one-component case [4]
– of not equivalent and not trivial deformations. It is interesting, however, that
none of the deformations we have found is actually extendible to higher order.
The extension is either obstructed or not necessary, because it is already Pois-
son. It is worthy noticing, however, that we have found only one deformation
(P
(3)
2,[2]) which is Poisson without being constant, that is the case that trivially
fulfils Jacobi identity.
The technique we have used for these results can be extended to higher order
deformations, where we are practically limited by the computational time and
by the memory of the machine. However, to obtain a general result it seems
necessary to overcome the order-by-order approach. In a paper together with
G. Carlet and S. Shadrin we found the expression for the dimension of any co-
homology group in the scalar case [4]. This result can be used to compute, for
any order of deformation, the dimension of the cohomology of P1, as we pointed
out in Section 3.5. In a recent work with the same co-authors we addressed the
problem of the extension of the compatible infinitesimal deformations, obtaining
similar negative results about the extendibility of many of the compatible brack-
ets and a full classification of the compatible scalar Poisson brackets in two space
dimensions [3]. Adopting a similar approach for the remaining two-component
cases (namely P2 and PLP ) is the next step in this research program.
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A Coboundary conditions for H23(PLP )
We provide here the Coboundary condition used in the computation ofH23 (PLP )
as explained in Paragraph 3.4.
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